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Supporting learners with managing Internet tabs and windows 

Depending on the settings of a particular browser or website, learners may encounter links 
opening in different tabs or windows unexpectedly.  Being able to manage and navigate 
between different tabs or windows can be an invaluable tool, especially to compare or access 
two or more different resources at once.  This area is important to develop if the learner is 
studying in an online class or working in a field requiring a lot of computer use.  

Learners are often able to open links in new tabs or windows, but they may not be in the 
practice of closing them when they are no longer needed.  This makes it challenging to navigate 
between tabs or windows because of the volume of links open at the same time. 

 

Common challenges for learners include: 

 Having too many tabs or windows open at the same time 
 Leaving tabs or windows open when they are no longer needed 
 Not realizing that a link has opened in a new tab or window and opening the same link 

multiple times 
 Minimizing or adjusting the size of windows to see two websites at the same time 
 Not knowing how to go between different tabs 

 

Activities to build skills: 

1. Ask the learner to search for something online (for example, the city they live in).  Use 
right-click to open multiple search results in different tabs or windows.  Have the learner 
practice accessing each resource, moving tabs, and closing tabs or windows when 
finished. 

2. If the learner is in a LINC class and uses an online learning platform (for example, 
Moodle/ MOSAIC Online Classroom), ask them to open their online classroom and go to 
the activities they have recently done (or need to do this week).  Encourage the learner 
to open them in different tabs or windows. 

3. Direct the learner to the MOSAIC website to open information about different programs 
and/or different resources for developing technology skills.  Another website could also 
be used. 
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When to meet in person 

Some learners may be able to participate effectively in a remote session, but most computer 
basics sessions should be provided in person. 

It is necessary to provide support in-person in the following situations: 

 The learner is not familiar with using the taskbar/app dock on their computer or the 
browser. 

 The learner has difficulty with using the mouse and/or touchpad to right-click. 
 The learner has experience using computers but has switched operating systems (ex. 

from a Windows computer to MacBook). 
 The learner has lower-level English and interpretation is not available. 
 The learner is not comfortable using Zoom on any device. 
 The learner cannot screenshare their screen on Zoom. 

 

Helpful reminders 

Learners who are just beginning to study online or work in a field requiring computer use may 
feel overwhelmed quickly by needing to manage multiple tabs or windows.  For these learners, 
focus on only 2-3 different tabs or windows at a time.  It may also be helpful to ask the learner 
if they have a preference of opening links as new tabs or windows.  If there is a preference, this 
could be focused on instead of trying to address both options. 

 


